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Friday  20  may  2016  Antonio  Battaglia  Gallery  has  the  pleasure  to  inaugurate  the  personal 

exibition of the artist Alessandro Russo, in the occasion with the pubblication of the new volume 

“Percorsi-Journey” introduced to Brera Accademy. 

 

In his second exibition in the gallery, the last took place in 2010, will be exposed the works of 

period 2010-2016 dedicate to the Milano'city, during his urban and architectural transformation's 

period that the artist interpret using his personal pittoric tradition that always distinguishes himself.

We can look glimpses and aerial views of the new Milan panorama's zone, like Unicredit tower in 

Gae  Aulenti  square  or  the  vertical  wood  palace.  They  are  located  in  the  middle  of  Milano's 

directional centre with more classical glimpses like the Cathedral and the Central Station.

As write Antonio Carnevale about the artist:

“Alessandro Russo not  only  offered the vigor of  a contemporary figuration that  at  the tradition 

unites the sperimentation, but his works show how will be shortsighted, and maybe, unsuccessful, 

reduce the debate on the contemporary art to the opposed factions of avant-garde post and late 

realists”. ; and still: “Russo knows how reconcile the sources of the ancient painting and of XX 

century with more recent film suggestions”. 

Monography available at the gallery:

“Alessandro Russo. Percorsi – Journey”

texts by Roberto Borghi, Elisabetta Longari and Alessandro Riva, published by InsideArt Autori

The exhibition will go on until June15th 2016
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Alessandro Russo

(Catanzaro, 1953)

In  over  fourthy  years  of  painting  Alessandro  Russo  has  fostered  an  experience  of  strong 

personality in the european figurative field.

At the end of Seventies, the poet and critic Piero Bigongiari has talked about “slim and air creativity 

obsessiones” to described the artist's visionary world, rediscoverd in the daily visible.

Among the first solo shows: in 1973 at Galleria l'Astragalo, Catanzaro; in 1979 at Galleria Lusca 

and Galleria  Schettini,  Milan;  in  1981 at  Galleria  Pananti,  Florence;  in  1990 at  Pinacoteca di 

Taverna. In 1995 he exposed at Casa delle Arti in Pécs (Hungary) and in 1996 at Muse Petòfi  in 

Budapest. In 2003 he partecipated in the exhibition “Le chef d'oeuvreinconnue”, curated by Luigi 

Tassoni and Gerome Bloch, at the French Institute in Florence.

In 2005 he took part in the first show at MAC, Contemporary Art Museum in Catanzaro and he 

exposed at Antonio Battaglia Gallery in 2006 and 2009.

The Rocco Gugliemo Foundation and the city of Catanzaro organized his retrospective, curated by 

Gianluca Marziani,  at Complesso Monumentale del San Giovanni (2011); in the same year he 

partecipated at the Italian Pavillion, curated by Vittorio Sgarbi, in occasion of the Venice Biennial.

He took part in the exhibition “Un'altra storia – arte italiana dagli anni ottanta agli anni duemila”, 

curated by Edoardo di Mauro, at Ex-Chiesa di San Carpoforo, Milan (2011).

In  2012  he  realized  permanent  works  for  the  urban  archeology  project  called  “Recovery  Art” 

curated by Achille Bonito Oliva.

He has been invitated by Antonio Battaglia Gallery to participate in the collateral event of Arte Fiera 

Bologna (2014), “Undici artisti.  Una generazione”, an exhibition curated by Valerio Dehò at the 

Rocca di Bentivoglio Foundation, Bazzano (Bologna).

In 2016 Antonio Battaglia Gallery organizes his solo show with recents works on the occasion of 

the publication of the monography “Alessandro Russo. Percorsi – Journey”.

Alessandro Russo lives and works in Milan where he teaches Decoration at the Academy of Fine 

Arts of Brera.
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